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 Old Times There Are Not Forgotten: Race and

 Partisan Realignment in the Contemporary South

 Nicholas A. Valentino University of Michigan
 David 0. Sears University of California, Los Angeles

 Our focus is the regional political realignment that has occurred among whites over the past four decades. We hypothesize

 that the South's shift to the Republican party has been driven to a significant degree by racial conservatism in addition to

 a harmonizing ofpartisanship with general ideological conservatism. General Social Survey and National Election Studies

 data from the 1970s to the present indicate that whites residing in the old Confederacy continue to display more racial

 antagonism and ideological conservatism than non-Southern whites. Racial conservatism has become linked more closely to

 presidential voting and party identification over time in the white South, while its impact has remained constant elsewhere.

 This stronger association between racial antagonism and partisanship in the South compared to other regions cannot be

 explained by regional differences in nonracial ideology or nonracial policy preferences, or by the effects of those variables on

 partisanship.

 he American voting public has shifted substan-
 tially toward the Republican party since the mid-
 1970s. The leading indicator of this shift has been

 the presidential vote. The once-majority Democrats have
 captured only a minority of the white vote in each of the

 last seven presidential elections. Their only victories, in
 1992 and 1996, seem to have been partially contingent on

 the strong third-party candidacies of Ross Perot. In 1994,
 the Republicans took control of the House of Representa-

 tives for the first time in nearly half a century; they have

 controlled the Senate for much of the past two decades;

 the once healthy Democratic majority of the governor-
 ships has switched to a strong Republican majority; and

 Republicans have come to parity in the state legislatures
 as well. In terms of underlying party identification, Re-
 publicans have overcome the stable majority once held by
 Democrats.

 A number of factors are responsible for this Repub-

 lican surge. Here we pursue the possibility that race and
 racial issues have played a more important role than or-
 dinarily recognized. Carmines and Stimson (1989) make
 a convincing case that racial issues were central during
 the Civil Rights era, but their analyses end with data from

 1980. In the decades since, policies attacking racial in-
 equality have continued to attract the strongest oppo-
 sition from Republicans and conservatives (e.g., Sears
 et al. 1997; Sniderman and Carmines 1997). Some have

 therefore seen a continuing role of racial prejudice in
 party divisions, particularly in a racial ambivalence born
 of resentment toward blacks combined with basic com-

 mitments to fairness and egalitarianism (Kinder and
 Sanders 1996; Mendelberg 2001). Other scholars down-
 play the role of racial issues and prejudice even in con-
 temporary racial politics: "A quarter century ago, what
 counted was who a policy would benefit, blacks or whites"
 (Sniderman and Piazza 1993, 4-5), while "the contem-
 porary debate over racial policy is driven primarily by
 conflict over what the government should try to do, and

 only secondarily over what it should try to do for blacks"

 [emphasis in original], so "prejudice is very far from a
 dominating factor in the contemporary politics of race"
 (Sniderman and Carmines 1997, 4, 73). And the conven-
 tional wisdom about partisanship today seems to point
 to divisions over the size of government (including taxes,

 social programs, and regulation), national security, and
 moral issues such as abortion and gay rights, with racial
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 RACE AND PARTISAN REALIGNMENT 673

 issues only one of numerous areas about which liberals
 and conservatives disagree, and far from the most im-
 portant one at that (Abramowitz 1994; Abramowitz and
 Saunders 1998; Campbell 2002; Sniderman and Carmines
 1997; Sniderman and Piazza 1993).

 The White South

 The major shift to the Republicans has occurred in the
 South. From the end of Reconstruction to the mid-

 twentieth century, Democratic presidential candidates in
 the "Solid South" invariably received far more votes than
 did Republicans, but their hold on the South has weak-

 ened ever since (Black and Black 1992, 2002; Sundquist
 1983). In 2000, one of the most narrowly divided elections

 in history, the regional shift was complete, when Al Gore

 lost every Southern state including his own. Moreover,
 the main shift to the Republicans has been among white
 native-born Southerners: many older whites have changed
 parties (Beck 1977); most young, white, native-born
 Southerners today start out as Republicans; and while
 Republican migration to the South has contributed, it is
 not a dominant factor (Black and Black 1992; Carmines
 and Stanley 1990; Miller and Shanks 1996; Petrocik 1987;
 Stanley 1988).

 Realignments generally depend on two factors. One

 is a change among party elites, and the other is fertile
 soil in the mass public's attitudes. Beginning in the Civil
 Rights era and in the years since, conservative Southern

 whites have felt "abandoned" by the Democratic party.
 The reasons for this feeling are debatable. We believe they
 had, and continue to have, much to do with race. In the

 1960's, national party elites began to stake out conflicting

 positions on racial issues (Layman and Carsey 2002). The
 change in party positions was especially vivid to white
 Southerners, where the Democratic party had long pro-
 tected the distinctive Jim Crow system. The Democratic

 party in the South also became more racially liberal, with

 increased African American participation and the grad-
 ual replacement of older white conservative Democrats.
 Also, racially relevant issues such as busing, crime, welfare,

 and affirmative action have continued to be quite salient
 in American politics in the post-civil-rights era (Kinder
 and Sanders 1996; Mendelberg 2001). On the other hand,

 party elites did not change only on racial issues. Demo-
 cratic elites began to move to more liberal positions on
 noneconomic issues such as national defense or abortion

 in the 1970's, and the Reagan era heightened the distinc-

 tive economic conservatism of the Republican party.
 Nevertheless, at the level of the mass public, we fo-

 cus on the role of white Southerners' racial attitudes for

 four reasons. First, race has been a dominant element in

 Southern politics from the beginning, leading to signif-
 icant sectional conflicts at several of the nation's most

 pivotal moments: the writing of the Declaration of Inde-

 pendence and the Constitution, the events triggering the
 Civil War, and the wrenching abandonment of Jim Crow.
 In each case, the white South's formal system of racial
 inequality confronted substantial, though far from unan-
 imous, opposition elsewhere in the country. Such deeply

 ingrained, regionally concentrated cultural differences are

 always difficult to change, and it seems to us implausible
 that they have been eliminated in the relatively brief his-
 torical time since the end of Jim Crow.

 Second, the onset of realignment was intimately en-

 tangled with race. Beginning in 1963, the national Demo-
 cratic party abandoned its century-long commitment to

 avoid challenging the Jim Crow system. The civil rights

 legislation proposed by Northern Democrats immediately
 attracted massive resistance from Southern Democrats in

 Congress, and support for the Democratic party began
 to erode among Southern whites (Black and Black 1992;
 Carmines and Stimson 1989; Sundquist 1983).

 Third, in the years since, race continued to generate

 considerable political heat. At the national level, a number

 of issues central to contemporary campaigns seem to have

 been linked implicitly to matters of race. For example, lo-
 cal television news seems to dramatically overrepresent
 blacks as perpetrators of violent crime. The result may be

 that opinions about crime have become tightly linked to
 attitudes about blacks (Hurwitz and Peffley 1997). In the

 short term, exposure to such stories has been shown to ex-

 acerbate negative racial attitudes and boost white support

 for punitive crime policies (Gilliam and Iyengar 2000).
 Consequently, exposure to news about crime primes racial
 attitudes during candidate evaluation (Valentino 1999).
 Gilens (1999) provides similar evidence about the racial-
 ization of news coverage of poverty and welfare. Long-
 term patterns in the media's framing of racialized is-
 sues have a profound influence on public attitudes about
 race and may determine aggregate preferences on racial

 policies (Kellstedt 2003). Other studies demonstrate that

 campaigns can capitalize on these linkages, employing
 subtle cues that prime racial thinking among white citi-

 zens (Mendelberg 2001; Valentino, Hutchings, and White
 2002). Race, therefore, may still play a significant role in

 politics even when it is not discussed explicitly.
 Finally, a number of quite heated and largely symbolic

 racial issues have arisen in the South. Several states have

 witnessed roiling debates about the use of Confederate
 battle symbols on public insignia. The NAACP organized

 a boycott of tourism in South Carolina in 2000 until the
 state legislature voted to remove the Confederate battle
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 flag from atop the state house. The victory for opponents

 of the flag was limited, since the agreement provided that it
 be flown near a Confederate monument on the statehouse

 lawn. A similar flag controversy played out in Mississippi
 in 2001. Georgia's flag controversy may have contributed

 to the victory of the state's first Republican governor since

 Reconstruction, Sonny Perdue.

 The Southern parties today are split quite decisively
 along racial lines. Republicans are almost all white, and
 blacks are the dominant core of the Southern Democratic

 party (Black and Black 2002). All this leads us to sus-
 pect that racial attitudes, in particular, might be found
 to structure partisan divisions today, particularly in the

 white South. Having said that, we see major changes in
 the role of race in the South along with such continuities.

 In the 1950s and 1960s, white Southerners strongly sup-
 ported Jim Crow or "old-fashioned" racism, focused on

 rigid social distance between the races, legalized segrega-
 tion, formal racial discrimination, and beliefs in the inher-

 ent inferiority of blacks (Sheatsley 1966). But much of that

 support for formal racial inequality has disappeared in the

 New South (Schuman et al. 1997), and is now too skimpy

 to be the main foundation of the party alignment. Instead

 we argue that its political influence has been replaced by
 that of a new form of racism, variously described as "sym-
 bolic racism," "modern racism," or "racial resentment,"

 blending racial animus with perceptions that blacks vi-
 olate traditional American values, such as individualism

 (Sears and Henry 2003). It is reflected in beliefs that blacks'

 continuing disadvantages reflect their own lack of work
 ethic rather than continuing racial discrimination and
 that blacks make excessive demands and get too many
 undeserved advantages (Kinder and Sanders 1996; Sears
 et al. 1997). It is important to note that symbolic racism is

 conceptualized today as mostly expressing sincere beliefs,
 melding ordinary conservatism with some racial animos-

 ity, rather than hypocritical efforts to hide a deeper and
 pure racism.

 Other analyses of contemporary Southern politics do
 not assign race to such a central role. For example, the
 most important recent work on the subject, by Black and

 Black (2002), arrives at a somewhat different emphasis. In

 their view, the distinctiveness of Southern political culture

 in Jim Crow days, based in a rural, largely impoverished
 white population that was centrally focused on racial is-

 sues, has now been replaced with a strong, white middle
 class and a less regionally distinctive politics. To be sure,

 massive resistance to change in the racial status quo drove
 the politics of the 1960s, epitomized by the 1968 Wallace

 candidacy. But with the Reagan revolution of the 1980s,
 white Southerners replaced that explicitly racial focus with
 the same broad-ranging conservatism as in the rest of the

 nation, centered on defense, class self-interests, smaller

 government, lower taxes, family values, personal respon-

 sibility, and other forms of economic and social conser-
 vatism, all personified in a president who was enormously

 popular in the white South. Racial questions were mainly
 absorbed into this broader set of views (also see Black and
 Black 1992, and Petrocik 1987, on the 1980s).

 This impressive work by Black and Black (2002) must
 be taken as a starting point by anyone interested in South-

 ern politics. We believe it leaves room for a closer look at

 the role of race, in three critical ways. First, the proposition

 of Southern political convergence to the rest of the na-

 tion, especially regarding race, is generally not tested with

 direct regional comparisons. Second, it argues both that

 race is the central demographic cleavage in contemporary
 Southern politics and that the nearly all-white character

 of the Republican party is due not to race, but to the in-
 terests of an enlarged white middle class. However, their

 data seem to show that the white working class differs
 more politically from blacks than from the white middle

 class, as if race continues to trump class in the South (see

 chapter 8). Third, the evidence comes almost exclusively

 from voting returns rather than from survey research, so

 attitudinal explanations of partisan differences are mostly
 inferred.

 Existing Evidence

 Our case that specifically racial conservatism is central to

 Southern white realignment requires at least three kinds of

 empirical evidence. One is that Southern whites continue

 to have more negative racial attitudes than do Northern
 whites. A second is that over time racial conservatism has

 become closely associated with Republican partisanship
 in the white South, as white Southerners have realigned,
 but similar changes have not occurred elsewhere in the
 nation. Finally, general ideology and/or nonracial issue
 preferences should not account for these regional differ-
 ences. What evidence exists on these points?

 As mentioned above, Jim Crow racism has dimin-

 ished sharply in the New South, at least as measured by

 conventional survey techniques, eroding most but not all
 regional differences. However there is scant research on

 contemporary regional differences in other forms of tra-

 ditional prejudice, such as antiblack affect and stereo-
 types, nor on contemporary forms of prejudice such as

 symbolic racism. Whites living in the South consistently

 showed greater opposition to such race-targeted poli-
 cies as busing, fair housing, antidiscrimination laws, and
 spending on race-targeted programs than have whites liv-
 ing elsewhere, at least into the 1990s (Glaser and Gilens
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 1997; Schuman et al. 1997; Tuch and Hughes 1996,
 1997). Also, lifelong white Southerners seem to be more

 racially conservative than in-migrants. In the South of
 the 1960s, Southern rearing was a better predictor of
 support for George Wallace than was current Southern
 residence (Wright 1977). In later decades, opposition to
 racial policies has been greatest among those both bred
 and currently residing in the South (Glaser and Gilens
 1997; Wilson 1986). These regional differences may even
 be stronger when assessed with unobtrusive measures
 (Kuklinski, Cobb, and Gilens 1997). Unfortunately, these

 studies largely antedate the Clinton era and focus espe-
 cially on traditional racial attitudes, yielding an incom-

 plete portrait of whites' current thinking.
 There is even less evidence available on the second

 empirical issue, the role of racial conservatism in driv-
 ing partisan realignment in the white South. Rather, most

 available studies since the 1970's focus on putatively non-
 racial predictors of partisanship such as general politi-
 cal conservatism, religious beliefs, abortion, defense, gun
 control, and the role of the federal government (Black
 and Black 1992; Carmines and Stanley 1990; Green et al.
 2003; Kellstedt 1990; Steed, Moreland, and Baker 1990).

 These studies do not give clear guidance on the role of
 specifically racial issues relative to these others in white
 Southerners' partisanship. As a result there is a need for
 a more direct test of the role of racial conservatism in

 the Republican surge in the white South. And, finally, we

 require a comparison of racial conservatism with other
 attitudinal explanations of whites' voting behavior.

 Before presenting our specific hypotheses, we need to

 state clearly the boundaries of our goals in this study. Our

 intent is to assess the power of racial attitudes in shaping

 partisanship in the past and the present, and across regions

 of the country. We cannot presume to estimate precisely

 the amount of prejudice in any region, nor is our focus
 on moral judgments, however loaded racial issues are in
 America. Finally, our thesis is that race is central to the

 realignment, but not the sole force driving it, and we do

 not attempt to disprove previous work illuminating other

 mechanisms of realignment.

 Hypotheses

 We address four concrete hypotheses:

 (1) Regional differences in racial conservatism have per-
 sisted since the Civil Rights era, despite the general
 decline of Jim Crow racism throughout the nation

 and especially in the South.

 (2) These regional differences in the contemporary pe-
 riod are large and significant even controlling for

 more general political conservatism, and across sev-
 eral measures of racial animosity.

 (3) White Southerners' votes and partisanship have be-
 come increasingly aligned with their racial attitudes
 since the Civil Rights era. No similar increase exists
 for whites elsewhere in the country.

 (4) In the contemporary era, racial attitudes have a
 significantly stronger impact on white Southern-
 ers' partisanship than elsewhere. Moreover, this re-

 gional difference is not due simply to nonracial
 conservatism.

 Data and Measurement

 To compare the roles of racial and nonracial attitudes
 in the realignment of white Southerners over time, we
 need both an especially rich set of survey measures over

 time and large numbers of cases. Ideally, we would have
 been able to track the same racial attitudes back to the

 mid-1960s when the Civil Rights movement was in full

 swing, but most measures are available only beginning in

 the early 1970s, and some only inconsistently since then.
 Therefore, we have pooled datasets that provide consistent

 measures of our key variables. We will employ the cumu-
 lative General Social Surveys (GSS) and National Election
 Studies (NES) from the 1970s through 2000. The partic-

 ular years included in each analysis vary according to the
 availability of measures. In every case, these decisions will

 be made explicit. In these analyses, we are concerned solely
 with the attitudes of white respondents.

 Racial Attitudes

 Various items tapping Jim Crow racism have been included
 in the GSS, but two were asked consistently from 1976

 through 1996: white people's rights to keep blacks out of
 their neighborhoods [RACSEG] and laws against racial in-
 termarriage [RACMAR]. The Cronbach's alpha for a scale
 created from these two items was .57. Racial affect was

 measured in the NES from 1992 to 2000 using the feeling

 thermometer for whites minus the feeling thermometer

 for blacks (the difference score was used to reduce poten-

 tial response-bias effects). Negative racial stereotypes were
 measured in the 1992 NES with a three-item scale rating

 blacks as "hardworking" vs. "lazy," "intelligent" vs. "un-

 intelligent," and "peaceful" vs. "violent," all on 7-point
 scales (Cronbach's alpha = .67). In 1996 and 2000, the
 last item was replaced with "trustworthy" vs. "untrust-

 worthy" (Cronbach's alpha = .83, .80, respectively).
 The precise and consistent measurement of symbolic

 racism is particularly important, given previous debates
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 676 NICHOLAS A. VALENTINO AND DAVID O. SEARS

 over it (Sniderman and Tetlock 1986; Tarman and Sears

 2005). Its most common measures over the years have
 been four 5-point agree/disagree items in the NES, which
 provided us an additive scale for the years 1986, 1988,
 1990, 1992, 1994, and 2000: (1) Irish, Italians, Jewish, and

 many other minorities overcame prejudice and worked
 their way up. Blacks should do the same without any spe-

 cial favors (agree); (2) Over the past few years blacks have

 gotten less than they deserve (disagree); (3) It's really a
 matter of some people not trying hard enough; if blacks
 would only try harder they could be just as well off as
 whites (agree); (4) Generations of slavery and discrimi-
 nation have created conditions that make it difficult for

 blacks to work their way out of the lower class (disagree).

 The Cronbach's alpha for this scale was .73. In the 1972
 NES, only the last two items were available (Cronbach's
 alpha = .49). When we compare levels of symbolic racism
 across time, only the two-item scale is used for all avail-

 able years (1972, 1986 through 2000; alpha = .51 for 1986

 through 2000). However, when examining the relation-
 ship cross-sectionally between symbolic racism and other
 political attitudes, such as partisanship, we use the two-

 item scale for 1972 and the 4-item scale for 1986 through
 2000. In all the scales described here, items were summed

 and rescaled from zero to one for ease of interpretation of
 the results. We will return at the end to the current status

 of the debate over measurement of symbolic racism.

 Policy Attitudes

 To assess the effect of racially driven policy preferences,
 we employ racial and nonracial policy attitude items. In
 the NES beginning in the 1980s a 7-point item has been
 used to measure racial policy preferences, involving special

 aid to blacks ("...the government in Washington should
 make every effort to improve the social and economic po-

 sition of blacks" or ". . .the government should not make

 any special effort to help blacks because they should help
 themselves"). We compare this with items on two non-
 racial policies often thought central to Southern realign-

 ment, a 4-point item on abortion and a 7-point item on
 defense spending.

 Partisanship and Ideology

 In both the NES and GSS, party identification runs from
 1 ("strong Democrat") to 7 ("strong Republican") with
 pure Independents at 4. Political ideology is also mea-
 sured from 1 ("strongly liberal") to 7 ("strongly conser-
 vative"). For presidential vote, we dichotomize votes for

 the Republican candidate versus for all other candidates.

 Region

 Our main comparisons are between the South as a whole,
 defined as the 11 states of the former Confederacy, and
 all other states, described as "North and West." This is

 a conservative test of our hypotheses since it excludes
 from the South border states with some Southern tinges.

 A few studies have also found more pronounced re-
 gional differences when the "Deep South" (Louisiana,
 Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina) is
 distinguished from the "Outer South" (Texas, Arkansas,
 Tennessee, Florida, North Carolina, and Virginia; see
 Black and Black 2002; Glaser and Gilens 1997; Tuch and
 Martin 1997). We make that further distinction when

 sample size permits it, but usually the number of cases
 in the Deep South is insufficient, so we pool these two
 Southern regions for most analyses.

 Party Realignment of Southern
 Whites

 The phenomenon we begin with is the shift of white
 Southerners to the Republican party since the 1950s, both

 in absolute terms and relative to those living in the North

 and West. Although this is a well-established fact, the mag-

 nitude of the change is impressive. Two findings stand
 out. First, in NES data, fewer than 10% of the whites in the

 Deep South were Republican in 1956, and fewer than 30%

 were in the Outer South. By 2000, these had risen to over

 60% and nearly 50%, respectively. Second, this is a case of
 realignment, not dealignment. The Southern increase in
 Republicanism has been mirrored by an equally substan-
 tial decline in Democratic identification, from 87% of the

 whites in 1956 to 24% in 2000. In contrast, both Republi-

 can and Democratic identifications were quite stable over

 that period in the North and West, hovering around 40%
 and 45%, respectively. We tested the differential trends
 across regions with an OLS model on the standard 7-point
 party identification scale, incorporating dummies for re-

 gion and interactions between those dummies and time.

 As shown in the second column of Table 1, the region *

 time interactions are both highly statistically significant,

 suggesting that both regions of the South were indeed
 realigning relative to the North and West.

 Regional Differences in Whites'
 Racial Attitudes and Ideology

 Trends over Time

 Our general proposition is that the white South is primar-

 ily responsible for the national shift to the Republican
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 RACE AND PARTISAN REALIGNMENT 677

 TABLE 1 Regression Analysis of Regional Trends over Time in Whites' Partisanship, Racial
 Attitudes, and Ideology

 Party Identification Jim Crow Racism Symbolic Racism Ideology
 (0 = Strong Democrat to (0 = Nonracist to (0 = Nonracist to (0 = Strong Liberal to
 1 = Strong Republican) 1 = Racist) 1 = Racist) 1 = Strong Conservative)

 Year .002*** .001*** -.01*** -. 01** .004*** .004*** .001"** .001"**
 (.0001) (.0001) (.0004) (.0005) (.0003) (.0003) (.0002) (.0002)

 Outer South .05*** -.12*** .14*** .29*** .05*** .08*** .02*** .04***

 (.004) (.008) (.007) (.01) (.002) (.015) (.003) (.007)
 Deep South .07*** -.24*** .23*** .29*** .09*** .07*** .05*** .04***

 (.007) (.014) (.01) (.02) (.009) (.022) (.006) (.011)
 Outer South * Year - .003*** - -.005*** - -.002 - -.001"**

 (.0003) (.001) (.001) (.0004)

 Deep South ? Year - .007*** - -.006*** - .001 - .001
 (.001) (.002) (.001) (.001)

 Constant .52*** .54*** .33*** .32*** .56*** .56*** .60*** .60***
 (.003) (.004) (.005) (.005) (.006) (.007) (.003) (.003)

 Adjusted R2 .01 .02 .08 .08 .03 .03 .01 .01
 N 35,297 35,297 16,183 16,183 8,714 8,714 20,751 20,751

 Source: National Election Studies, Cumulative Data File; General Social Surveys.
 Note: Table entries are OLS regression coefficients. Party identification is measured beginning in 1956, so the "year" variable for this
 model is coded 1956 = 0 through 2000 - 44. Ideology is measured beginning in 1972, so the "year" variable for this model is coded 1972
 = 0 through 2000 = 28. Jim Crow racism measured in General Social Surveys in years 1976-1996. Symbolic racism measured in National
 Election Studies in 1972, 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1998, and 2000. All dependent variables in this table are coded to run from 0 to 1.
 *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

 Party and that this shift was driven substantially by the
 politics of race. Our first hypothesis is that Southern
 whites have continued to hold more negative racial atti-
 tudes than do whites living elsewhere, net of other factors.
 There is much evidence that Jim Crow or "old-fashioned"

 racism has declined greatly, but we doubt that the more
 contemporary symbolic racism has. Moreover, if the his-
 torically greater levels of racial animus in the white South

 have persisted, symbolic racism should have been con-
 sistently higher in the South than elsewhere throughout
 the last several decades, despite the decline of Jim Crow
 racism.

 Jim Crow racism declined sharply throughout the
 country between the 1970s and the 1990s, as shown in
 the second panel of Figure 1. Multivariate analyses yield
 a large and highly significant drop for the entire sample
 from 1976 to 2000 (see Table 1, column 3), from .33 to .13

 on a 0-1 scale (p <.001). But both regions of the South
 house higher levels of Jim Crow racism than the North

 and West over this period, as reflected by the large coef-
 ficients for the two regional dummies (P = .23 and .14,
 both p < .001). When we interact region with time, we
 see that the size of the regional difference diminishes sig-

 nificantly over the period. This is due mostly to the fact
 that the South began further from the minimum on this
 scale than the North and West.

 The story for symbolic racism is much different. First,

 symbolic racism has remained stable or even increased
 slightly over time (see the first panel of Figure 1), as
 reflected in a significant effect for year in column 5 of
 Table 1. Second, the regional difference in symbolic racism

 is statistically significant and of moderate size, with more

 symbolic racism in the South than the North and West at
 all time points. This is shown in Figure 1 and in signif-

 icant region effects in Table 1. Third, the South has not
 converged to the rest of the country in symbolic racism;
 neither region * year interaction on symbolic racism in
 column 6 is statistically significant.

 Though Southern realignment is not commonly
 thought to be driven by increasing ideological conser-
 vatism among whites over time, it bears checking. In
 fact political ideology among whites has been quite sta-
 ble over the available period (1972-2000), shifting only
 from 4.23 to 4.42 on 7-point liberal-conservative scale.
 As shown in the third panel of Figure 1, the Deep and
 Outer South were slightly more conservative than the rest
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 FIGURE 1 Changes in Whites' Racial Attitudes and Ideology
 over Time and Across Region

 A. Symbolic Racism
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 of the country throughout this time period. There appear

 to be no large trends over time in the size of this regional

 difference. The slightly increased regional divergence in
 1998 and 2000 comes too late to explain the long realign-
 ing trends across three decades. In multivariate analyses
 (Table 1, column 8), the Deep South * year interaction is

 nonsignificant while the Outer South * year interaction
 shows a slightly increasing convergence to the rest of the

 country. In other words, the massive shifts in Southern
 whites' party identifications do not result from conserva-

 tizing shifts in political ideology in the South.'

 In sum, party identification has swung sharply to
 the Republicans among white Southerners since the Civil

 Rights era, but not elsewhere in the country. Jim Crow

 or "old-fashioned" racism has diminished drastically, but
 the South has retained slightly more of it than the rest of

 the country. In contrast, symbolic racism has remained

 stable over time, but again the South has been consis-
 tently higher than the rest of the country. White Southern-

 ers have consistently been more ideologically conservative
 than other whites over this period, but there has been no

 change in the size of that difference. Regional differences

 in these three attitudes have persisted, then. Changes in

 these regional differences are therefore unlikely to account

 for the white Southern realignment over the past three
 decades.

 Contemporary Regional Differences

 Our second hypothesis is that Southern whites con-
 tinue to be more racially conservative than whites living

 1Our primary goal is to explain aggregate regional differences over
 time, not develop models explaining the maximum variance in vote
 choice or opinion. Hence the usual concerns about low R2 do not
 apply here. Multicollinearity is also of little concern since region of
 interview (South vs. other) and year of interview are uncorrelated
 (Pearson's r = .04, p = n.s.).
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 TABLE 2 Contemporary Regional Differences in Whites' Racial Conservatism

 Deep South Outer South North + West Total F (2df)

 Symbolic racism (NES 1990, 1992, 1994, 2000) 55% 39% 32% 35% 37.68***
 (173) (468) (1,238) (1,879)

 Negative black stereotyping (NES) 49 39 37 38 7.21***
 (127) (378) (1,143) (1,648)

 White-black feeling thermometers (NES) 47 38 34 36 29.78***
 (177) (591) (1,596) (2,364)

 Jim Crow racism (GSS) 43 34 23 27 55.81"**
 (133) (348) (758) (1,239)

 Source: Symbolic racism- NES 1990, 1992, 1994, 2000; Stereotypes- NES 1992, 1996, 2000; Feeling thermometers- NES 1992, 1994, 1996,
 1998, 2000; Jim Crow racism- General Social Surveys 1990, 1991, 1993, 1994, 1996.
 Note: Entries are percentage falling in approximately the top third of the distribution of each attitude scale, except for Jim Crow racism, on
 which the cut point is at the 73rd percentile, because 73% of the distribution received the lowest possible score for this scale in the 1990s.
 The exact cut points are given in column 4. Cell N's in parentheses. F's are drawn from analyses of variance testing for regional differences
 controlling for education, age, gender, and ideology.
 ***p < .001.

 elsewhere in the contemporary period above and beyond
 their more general political conservatism. Earlier we saw

 that white Southerners have been higher in Jim Crow
 racism and symbolic racism over the past three decades, at

 least at the bivariate level. But would we find such regional

 differences in the contemporary era on all dimensions of

 racial animosity, or are they specific to these two dimen-

 sions? If so, are such differences merely a spurious effect of

 white Southerners' conservatism or demographic distinc-

 tiveness? To find out, we examine the period beginning
 in the 1990's and broaden the range of racial attitudes
 by pooling available surveys across years (all NES surveys
 since 1992 with relevant measures, and all the GSS surveys

 since 1990). We again examine Jim Crow and symbolic
 racism, but add two conventional measures of traditional

 prejudice, stereotyping of blacks, and the feeling ther-
 mometers. To isolate race from other factors, we control

 for ideology and demographics.

 The South, and especially the Deep South, includes
 a disproportionate share of the highly racially conserva-

 tive whites on each of these four measures, as displayed
 in Table 2. For example, 55% of the whites in the Deep
 South, but only 32% of those in the North and West, fall

 in the top third of the national distribution of symbolic
 racism. The impact of region is highly significant for each
 measure in analyses of variance that include controls for

 education, age, gender, and ideology. White Southerners

 are today more racially conservative than whites living
 elsewhere on all conventional dimensions of racial atti-

 tudes. These regional differences in racial conservatism
 are not explained by differences in general political con-
 servatism or demographics.

 The Linkage of Racial Attitudes
 and Partisanship
 Trends over Time

 Our third hypothesis is that the association between racial

 conservatism and Republican partisanship has strength-
 ened over time in the South, both in absolute terms and

 relative to the rest of the country.2 Before the civil rights

 era, Jim Crow racism was not a defining component of

 party differences in the nation as a whole. Today it con-
 tinues not to be a central force on partisanship, but for
 a different reason: because it has dwindled nearly to the

 vanishing point even in the South. But the more contem-
 porary symbolic racism fits the language of today's racial

 politics more closely. So we expect that it has increasingly
 drawn Southern whites to the Republican party. If so, the

 relationship between symbolic racism and both Republi-

 can presidential vote and party identification should have
 increased over the last 30 years, particularly in the South.

 The NES series provides measures of symbolic racism

 in the presidential years 1972, 1988, 1992, and 2000.
 Table 3 contains results for models of vote choice over that

 2From this point we pool Outer and Deep South because the sam-
 ple sizes are small in any given year, especially for the Deep South.
 Pooling the Outer and Deep South should produce a relatively con-
 servative test of regional differences since the Outer South resembles
 the rest of the country more closely. Still, when we compare results
 for tests of our remaining hypotheses for the Outer South with the
 entire South, the results are nearly identical. In other words, the
 pattern of results we describe does not hold predominately in the
 Deep South, but is clearly present throughout the former Confed-
 eracy. The results of the subregional analyses are available upon
 request from the first author.
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 TABLE 3 Trends in the Impacts of Symbolic
 Racism and Ideology on Republican
 Presidential Candidate Preference

 Over Time and By Region

 Confederate North +
 South West

 Symbolic Racism .002 1.32*
 (1.10) (.52)

 Year (1972-2000) -.11* -.10***
 (.05) (.02)

 Symbolic Racism * Year .12* -.01
 (.06) (.03)

 Ideology 5.77*** 4.19***
 (1.24) (.60)

 Ideology * Year -.01 .07*
 (.06) (.03)

 Age -.003 -.002
 (.005) (.003)

 Female -.21 .08

 (.16) (.09)
 Education .17 .33**

 (.17) (.09)
 Constant -2.63** -2.65***

 (.98) (.41)
 -2 log likelihood 907.62 3198.61
 Nagelkerke R2 .36 .32
 Percent Correct 76 71

 N 868 2,875

 Source: National Election Studies from 1972, 1988, 1992, and
 2000.

 Note: Dependent variable is a dummy with Republican vote versus
 all other candidates. Entries are unstandardized logistic regression
 coefficients, with associated standard errors in parentheses.
 *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

 span, separated by region. Time ("year") in these analyses

 is modeled continuously, with the first year in the series
 (1972) set to "0" and the last year (2000) set to "28." The
 first row displays the impact of symbolic racism in the
 first year of the time series, 1972. At that point, the asso-

 ciation between symbolic racism and the vote was tiny in
 the South, but was quite large and statistically significant

 in the North and West (the negative coefficient for the

 "year" variable in both models is substantively uninter-
 esting, primarily reflecting the 1972 Nixon landslide that
 outperformed later Republican candidacies).

 Most important, since then the impact of symbolic

 racism on presidential vote has increased in the South but
 not in the North. The symbolic racism * year interaction is

 positive and statistically significant in the South, but indis-

 tinguishable from zero elsewhere.3 Important also is that
 ideology has not had an increasing effect in the South over

 the past 30 years once racial attitudes have been taken into

 account: the ideology * year interaction is nearly zero in
 the South, while it has grown slightly larger elsewhere. To

 wrap these findings together, an omnibus model was run
 to determine whether the differential growth curves for

 the impact of symbolic racism were significantly distin-

 guishable across region. The three-way symbolic racism
 * time * region interaction was significant (p < .01) even
 when controlling for the three-way interaction between

 ideology, time, and region, which was not significant in
 that model (p = .31).4

 To illustrate the size of these differences in the associ-

 ation between symbolic racism and the vote, the logistic

 regression coefficients were transformed into probabili-
 ties. These are presented in Figure 2. Bars in the figure
 represent the change in the likelihood of voting for the

 Republican candidate associated with moving from two
 standard deviations below the mean to two standard de-

 viations above the mean on the symbolic racism scale,
 holding ideology and all other variables constant at their
 means. The top panel shows that the impact of symbolic
 racism on vote preference in the South rounds to zero
 in 1972, so no bar appears for that year. The association

 between symbolic racism and the vote grows in each sub-
 sequent year. By 2000, moving from low to high on the

 symbolic racism scale led to an increase of 52 points in
 the likelihood of voting for George W. Bush in the South.

 The bottom panel shows that the association was more
 substantial in the North and West in 1972 than it was in

 the South, but also that it is quite stable over time. Though

 not plotted here, the association between ideology and
 the vote is constant over time in the South and increas-

 ing slightly over time in the North. In sum, the Southern

 white presidential vote has become more tightly aligned
 over time with racial attitudes but not with ideology. This

 trend has not occurred elsewhere in the country.

 Next we explore the over-time trends in the associ-
 ation between racial attitudes and party identification.
 Party identification tends to be acquired relatively early
 and to be quite stable through the adult years. Presiden-

 tial votes are likely to be less consistent, not least because

 they involve a variety of candidates over time. As a re-

 sult party identification should be a lagging indicator of
 realigning changes in partisanship. Table 4 displays the

 3Use of a 2-item symbolic racism scale in the later years to match
 the 1972 data did not significantly weaken the symbolic racism *
 year interaction effect in the South.

 4Full results for this analysis are available from the first author
 upon request.
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 FIGURE 2 The Impact of Symbolic Racism on Republican Vote
 over Time
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 Note: Y axis is change in the probability of voting for the Republican candidate associated
 with a change from two standard deviations below to two standard deviations above the
 mean on the symbolic racism scale.

 results of regression analyses predicting to party identi-

 fication similar to those presented for presidential vote.

 Party identification was regressed on variables for year
 (1972 = 0, 2000 = 28), symbolic racism, and interactions
 between the two. Again, to provide a conservative test of
 the effects of symbolic racism, we included controls for

 ideology, the interaction between ideology and year, ed-
 ucation, age, and gender.

 The impact of symbolic racism on party identifica-
 tion, net of controls, was negligible throughout the coun-

 try in 1972, as is indicated by the coefficients for symbolic

 racism in both regional models. Its impact increased sig-
 nificantly over time in the South, as represented by the
 symbolic racism * year interaction in the first column.
 That shift was not significant outside the South (second

 column). By 2000 its impact on white Southerners' par-
 tisanship had grown to more than twice its influence in

 the North and West, even after controlling for general

 conservatism and demographic variables. Beyond that,
 Table 4 also shows a growing relationship between ide-
 ology and party identification in the South, as reflected

 in the significant ideology * year interaction in the first

 column. This result is consistent with the conventional

 wisdom about the increasing regularization of ideology
 and party in the South. What we add is that the impact

 of specifically racial conservatism on party identification
 also has been growing in the white South.

 Our hypothesis is that racial conservatism, as re-
 flected in symbolic racism, increasingly drew white
 Southerners to the Republican party over this period. But
 what if Jim Crow racism had already been associated with

 Republican partisanship in the 1970s? Perhaps symbolic
 racism has simply replaced those earlier political effects of

 old-fashioned racism as the latter gradually disappeared

 over the period of our analysis. Then our data would not
 have shown that racial conservatism was driving party

 realignment in the South. Rather, they would be consis-
 tent with a contrary view, that the essential link of racial

 conservatism, writ large, to party identification had not

 changed in any important way: only the language in which

 it was expressed had changed.
 The empirical implication for the white South would

 be that Jim Crow racism had a significant link to Republi-

 can party identification in the 1970s, but that link would
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 TABLE 4 Trends in the Impact of Symbolic
 Racism and Ideology on Party
 Identification over Time and by
 Region

 Confederate South North + West

 Symbolic Racism -.44 .34
 (.63) (.35)

 Year (1972-2000) -.10*** -.04**
 (.03) (.01)

 Symbolic Racism * Year .09** .02
 (.03) (.02)

 Ideology 1.71* 4.01***
 (.67) (.60)

 Ideology ? Year .11*** .035
 (.03) (.018)

 Age -.018*** -.008***
 (.002) (.001)

 Female -.20* -.07

 (.08) (.05)
 Education .62*** .50***

 (.08) (.05)
 Constant 3.14*** 1.60***

 (.55) (.27)
 R2 .22 .22

 N 2,086 5,742

 Source: National Election Studies from 1972, 1986, 1988, 1990,
 1992, 1994, and 2000.

 Note: Dependent variable is party identification scale (1-7,
 7 = strong Republican). Entries are unstandardized regression
 coefficients, with associated standard errors in parentheses.
 *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

 TABLE 5 Trends in the Impact of Jim Crow
 Racism Party Identification over
 Time and by Region

 Confederate South North + West

 Jim Crow Racism (0-1) .04 -.19
 (.15) (.10)

 Year (0 = 1976 to .04*** .02***
 20 = 1996) (.01) (.004)

 Jim Crow Racism * Year -.01 .016

 (.01) (.01)
 Age (years) -.009*** .0007

 (.002) (.001)
 Gender (female) -.10 -.09*

 (.06) (.04)
 College .21 .11***

 (.03) (.02)
 Constant 3.67*** 3.56***

 (.13) (.07)
 R2 .04 .01

 N 3,929 10,778

 Source: General Social Surveys 1976-1996.
 Note: Dependent variable is party identification (1 - 7, 7 = strong
 Republican). Entries are unstandardized regression coefficients.
 *p < .05, **p <.01, ***p < .001.

 have declined significantly in the years since then as Jim

 Crow gradually disappeared. In fact, though, as might be
 expected from the historic centrality of the Democratic
 party to the traditions of the old South, Jim Crow racism

 was actually significantly correlated (r = .12, p < .05) with
 Democratic party identification in the South in 1976 (the
 first year both variables are available in the GSS). Even
 that modest relationship disappears with demographic
 controls in a multivariate regression analysis, however.
 Jim Crow racism was not significantly related to party
 identification in the South in 1976, as indicated by the
 upper left-hand entry in Table 5. Furthermore, Jim Crow

 racism, unlike symbolic racism, did not become increas-

 ingly linked to Republican partisanship over the following

 20 years. The correlation of Jim Crow racism and party
 identification was only r = -.03 in 1996, and there is no

 strong trend over time, as indicated by the small and statis-

 tically nonsignificant coefficients for the Jim Crow * year

 interaction. In other words, the finding of an increasing
 association of symbolic racism and Republican partisan-
 ship over time is not an artifact of the evolution of racial

 attitudes from old-fashioned racism to more contempo-
 rary forms of racial animus.

 Contemporary Regional Differences

 Our fourth hypothesis is that in the contemporary period,

 racial attitudes are tied more strongly to partisanship in
 the white South than elsewhere. This difference should

 hold above and beyond the impact of ideology, and it
 should be stronger for racial than for nonracial attitudes.

 We begin by regressing partisanship on symbolic racism,
 region, and ideology. The entries in the first column of

 Table 6 are unstandardized logistic regression coefficients

 for the likelihood of voting for the Republican presidential

 candidate (a dummy variable), while the second column
 contains unstandardized OLS coefficients for party iden-
 tification (the standard 7-point scale). The first row shows

 that symbolic racism is linked significantly to both politi-

 cal indicators in the contemporary North/West. The third

 row shows the key finding, that symbolic racism is tied
 even more closely to both the vote and party identification
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 TABLE 6 Regional Differences in the
 Contemporary Impacts of Symbolic
 Racism and Ideology on Presidential
 Vote and Party Identification

 Presidential Vote Party Identification
 (hi = Republican) (hi = Republican)

 Logistic OLS

 Symbolic Racism 1.06*** .71***
 (.33) (.17)

 Region (1 = Former -.92 -.40
 Confederacy) (.65) (.26)

 Symbolic Racism * 1.80** .96**
 Region (.69) (.33)

 Ideology 5.68*** 4.89***
 (.34) (.16)

 Ideology * Region .21 -.52
 (.69) (.30)

 Age -.004 -.01**
 (.003) (.001)

 Female .12 -.15**

 (.10) (.05)
 Education .28 .58***

 (.11) (.05)
 Constant -4.86*** .80***

 (.35) (.16)

 -2 log likelihood 2,357.65
 Nagelkerke R2 .35
 Percent Correct 73.7

 R2 .25

 N 2,226 4,973

 Source: Analysis for presidential vote (first column) includes
 National Election Studies data from 1992 and 2000. Party
 Identification measured 1-7, with high = strongly Republican.
 Analyses for party identification includes respondents from
 National Election Studies in 1990, 1992, 1994, 2000.
 Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

 in the former Confederacy, as reflected in the significant

 symbolic racism * region interaction.5
 Alternative explanations for these linkages with sym-

 bolic racism might focus on general political ideology,
 both because some believe it explains Southern realign-
 ment and because others believe symbolic racism taps
 nonracial conservatism as well or better than it does

 racism (e.g., Sniderman and Tetlock 1986). However, the

 greater impact of symbolic racism in the South is not
 merely an artifact of stronger general political conser-

 vatism. The fourth row of Table 5 shows that ideology is,

 by itself, a strong and significant predictor of both the
 vote and party identification outside the South. But the

 two nonsignificant ideology * region interaction terms in
 the fifth row show that ideology has no greater association

 with partisanship in the South than elsewhere.
 As before, we have converted the logistic regression

 coefficients in the vote preference model into probabili-
 ties. These results are presented in Figure 3. The height

 of each column represents the change in the probability

 of voting for the Republican presidential candidate asso-
 ciated with moving from two standard deviations below
 the mean to two standard deviations above the mean on

 the symbolic racism or the liberal-conservative ideology
 scales. The first two bars show that such a shift in symbolic

 racism amounts to a 16-point increase in the probability

 of voting for the Republican candidate outside the South,
 but a 45-point increase in the South. The second set of bars

 show that the impact of ideology is larger than that for

 symbolic racism, but there is no regional difference in the
 size of that effect. The regional difference in the effects

 of symbolic racism, but not in the effects of ideology,

 suggest that specifically racial attitudes have structured
 the Southern-based partisan realignment of the past four
 decades.

 We have relied primarily on symbolic racism to make
 the case that racial attitudes are central to Southern re-

 alignment. To isolate its specifically racial component we
 have controlled on standard political ideology. Still, it is

 worth making further effort on this front, since the non-

 racial hypothesis is a prominent alternative among both
 academics and the lay public. One approach is to replace

 symbolic racism with stereotypes as a measure of racial
 attitudes in models predicting vote choice and party iden-

 tification in the contemporary period. We have performed

 these analyses and the results, not presented here, support

 our hypothesis. Negative black stereotypes are associated

 significantly with Republican party identification and Re-

 publican vote choice in the South but not in the North in
 the 1990's.6

 Yet another approach to isolating the impact of specif-

 ically racial attitudes is to turn to policy preferences as

 predictors of partisanship. To accomplish this, we com-
 pared the effects of racial policy issues (government aid to
 minorities and affirmative action) with those of abortion

 and national defense, two issues often invoked to explain

 Southern conservatism but deliberately chosen to have lit-

 tle spillover from racial issues. The dependent variable is
 dichotomous Republican vote choice with all other can-
 didates in the excluded category, as before. We test the

 effect of each policy attitude and of region on the vote,

 5Nonvoters were excluded, but the results are nearly identical when
 they are placed in the "non-Republican" vote category.  6These analyses are available upon request from the first author.
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 FIGURE 3 The Impact of Symbolic Racism and Ideology on
 Republican Vote in the 1990s, by Region
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 Note: Y axis is change in the probability of voting for the Republican candidate associated
 with a change from two standard deviations below to two standard deviations above the
 mean on the symbolic racism or liberal-conservative ideology scale.

 along with demographics.' The key term is the interac-
 tion of policy attitudes and region, which we hypothesize
 will be significantly positive in the 1990's for racial issues

 but close to zero for nonracial issue preferences. We also

 expect that the regional difference in the impact of racial

 policy attitudes has increased over time.

 The model for the impact of racial and nonracial is-

 sues is shown in Table 7. Here we compare the regional
 difference in the 1980s with that in the 1990s. The first row

 shows the effects of opposition to assisting blacks outside

 the South, since that is the excluded group in the dummy

 variable for region. It strongly boosts the probability of
 Republican presidential voting in both decades. The sec-

 ond and third rows indicate that opinions about abortion
 and defense also have a large impact on Republican vote
 (again, outside the South) in both decades. Then, most
 important, the fifth row shows that the racial policy at-
 titudes * region interaction switches from negative and
 statistically nonsignificant in the 1980s to positive and
 statistically significant in the 1990s. In other words, racial

 policy attitudes are much more strongly associated with

 voting in the South than elsewhere, but only in the most
 recent decade.8

 In contrast, the linkage of nonracial policy attitudes to

 vote preference shows no significant regional differences

 in either the 1980s or the 1990s. Opposition to abortion

 and support for defense spending increase support Re-
 publican presidential candidates in the North and West.
 However, the nonsignificant abortion * region and de-
 fense * region interactions indicates no regional differ-
 ence in the impact of these nonracial policy issues on the
 vote, in either decade. In short, racial issue opinions have

 become more strongly linked to vote choice in the South
 than in the North and West in the 1990s, which was not

 true in the 1980s. Nonracial issues operated almost iden-

 tically in both regions and in both decades.

 Conclusions

 The phenomenon we began with is the greatly enhanced
 standing of the contemporary Republican party since the
 Civil Rights era. The change is due largely to the sharp
 movement of Southern whites out of the Democratic

 party into the Republican party. At the elite level, the
 parties had long been divided over the economic issues
 central to the New Deal. They began to diverge on racial
 issues in the 1960s, and then on other issues in the 1980s,

 most prominently taxes, abortion, national defense, and
 faith-based issues. Why the sharp sectional difference in

 whites' responses to essentially the same events?

 The conventional wisdom appears to be that South-
 ern realignment began when the racial agendas of the
 national parties changed in the 1960s, with the national
 Democratic party moving to stronger support for civil
 rights. However race later became much less important,

 both because of the gradual disappearance of the old Jim
 Crow belief system and because nonracial issues such as

 7We do not control for ideology in this case because the racial vs.
 nonracial contrast is carried out by the comparison of racial with
 nonracial issues.

 8We also performed the same analysis for the 1970s, but were forced
 to use different measures of abortion opinion and defense spend-
 ing. Still, the regional difference in the impact of abortion, de-
 fense spending, and aid to blacks were all small and statistically
 insignificant.
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 TABLE 7 The Impact of Racial and Nonracial
 Policy Preferences on Republican
 Presidential Vote, in the 1980s and
 the 1990s, by Region

 1980-1988 1992-2000

 Racial policy opinion 2.25*** 1.75***
 (.25) (.23)

 Abortion opinion 1.28*** 2.25***
 (.20) (.20)

 Defense spending opinion 2.98*** 2.61"***
 (.25) (.27)

 Region (Confederate South = 1, 1.27*** -.06
 else = 0) (.47) (.46)

 Racial policy opinion * Region -.70 .98*
 (.47) (.45)

 Abortion opinion * Region -.56 -.19
 (.40) (.39)

 Defense spending opinion * -.86 -.36
 Region (.48) (.48)

 Constant -3.57*** -4.85***

 (.28) (.30)
 -2 Log likelihood 3,062.38 3,161.64
 Nagelkerke R2 .21 .20
 N 2,611 2,765

 Source: National Election Studies in 1980, 1984, 1988, 1992, 1996,
 and 2000.

 Note: Entries are unstandardized logistic regression coefficients.
 Standard errors in parentheses. Dependent variable is vote for
 Republican presidential candidate versus all other candidates.
 All policy variables are scaled from 0 to 1, with higher values
 representing greater opposition to the policy. Nonvoters are
 excluded from these analyses. All models include controls
 (not shown) for age, education, and gender. N's vary by re-
 gion and as a result of nonresponse.*p < .05,**p < .01,***p < .001.

 abortion, defense, gun rights, and so on became more
 important to conservatives. In this view, then, Southern

 realignment is mainly due to a long-overdue harmoniza-
 tion of white Southerners' party identifications with their
 basic conservatism on the other issues.

 We are more skeptical, however. Plainly, the anoma-
 lous mixture of conservatism and Democratic partisan-
 ship among white Southerners has been much reduced,

 regularizing the relationship between ideology and party.
 But beyond that we argue that realignment has resulted
 from yet another playing out of white Southerners' his-

 toric conservatism about race in particular. A cultural
 way of life ingrained for so long is unlikely to have been
 eradicated thoroughly enough to have been shunted to
 the political sidelines so quickly. Its persistence has been

 facilitated by the polarization of party elites over racial is-

 sues, which has provided clear alternatives for voters who

 disagree about race. As a result, over the past four decades

 Southern whites abandoned their previous allegiance to
 a racially conservative Southern Democratic party in fa-
 vor of a Republican party newly conservative on racial
 issues.

 We present three general sets of findings. One is that

 at the end of the Civil Rights era Southern whites were
 more racially conservative than whites living elsewhere.

 More important for our purposes, the regional gap in
 racial conservatism has not closed since then, despite the

 sharp drop in Jim Crow racism. Southern whites remain
 more racially conservative than whites elsewhere on ev-

 ery measure of racial attitudes ordinarily used in national

 surveys.

 Second, we looked at the linkage of racial attitudes to

 partisanship. Over time, racial conservatism has become

 more tightly linked to both Republican presidential vot-

 ing and party identification in the South. Those linkages

 have generally been weaker outside the South and have
 not increased over time. In the South, the linkage of sym-

 bolic racism to party identification, a lagging indicator,
 has developed more slowly than on presidential voting, a
 leading indicator of partisanship.

 The most prominent alternative viewpoint points to

 the increasing influence of nonracial forces, such as gen-
 eral conservative ideology and/or nonracial policy pref-
 erences, rather than to specifically racial conservatism.
 Three findings shed doubt on this alternative. First, since

 the Civil Rights era, Southern whites have not become
 more conservative relative to other whites, in terms of gen-

 eral political ideology. Second, we present evidence of an

 increasing regional difference in the linkage of racial con-

 servatism to partisanship, above and beyond the effects

 of ideology. The stronger link between racial attitudes
 on partisanship among white Southerners than among
 whites in the North and West held up after ideology was
 controlled. Given the considerable evidence that racial

 attitudes have spilled over into some other domestic pol-

 icy issues such as welfare (Gilens 1999), crime (Kinder
 and Sanders 1996; Mendelberg 2001; Valentino 1999),
 and taxes and spending (Sears and Citrin 1985; Valentino,
 Hutchings, and White 2002), seemingly race-neutral con-
 servatism may itself have become partially racialized. If
 so, our tests may in fact "over-control" for nonracial
 conservatism, and so underestimate the effects of racial
 conservatism. Third, we found that racial attitudes have

 increasingly influenced partisanship in the white South
 when we explicitly compared the effects of racial and non-

 racial policy attitudes on partisanship in separate analyses.

 Racial policy attitudes were more closely linked to the vote
 in the South than elsewhere in the 1990s, but nonracial
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 policy attitudes yielded no such regional differences. In

 the South, ideology itself did have an increasing impact
 over time on party identification (though not on presiden-

 tial vote), so we assume some regularization of ideology
 and partisanship has occurred independent of race. But
 racial conservatism in particular seems to have played a
 potent role in the realignment of Southern whites in the

 late twentieth century, above and beyond the effects of
 putatively race-free ideology or nonracial issues.

 We have emphasized symbolic racism as an indica-
 tor of the racial attitudes we see as important in white
 Southern realignment. This concept has been criticized
 in the past (e.g., Sniderman and Tetlock 1986), leading
 to much relevant research (see Sears and Henry 2005).
 We should briefly address that literature. One criticism

 was that symbolic racism is not a coherent belief system
 or measured consistently. In recent years, however, it has

 consistently been conceptualized and measured in terms
 of four themes: the denial of discrimination, criticism
 of blacks' work ethic, and resentment of blacks' demands

 and treatment by the broader society, which together form

 a logically, psychologically, and statistically coherent be-
 lief system (Tarman and Sears 2005). Its origins were said
 to be obscure, but now have been shown to lie, at least

 partially, in the theorized mixture of antiblack affect and

 individualism (Sears and Henry 2003). Its distinctiveness

 from Jim Crow racism was questioned, but whites' sup-
 port for the latter has been sharply diminished while sup-

 port for symbolic racism remains quite widespread, and
 the political effects of symbolic racism dwarf those of Jim
 Crow racism (Sears et al. 1997).
 Finally, symbolic racism was said to reflect nonracial

 political conservatism rather than racial prejudice. To be

 sure, they are correlated, but in factor analyses includ-
 ing all three sets of variables, symbolic racism loads about

 equally on otherwise distinctive racial prejudice and polit-

 ical conservatism factors (Sears and Henry 2003); the best-

 fitting structural equation models require that the sym-
 bolic racism items be collected as a separate factor rather
 than allocated to other constructs like ideology (Tarman
 and Sears 2005); and controlling on ideology does not ma-

 terially reduce the effects of symbolic racism on racially-
 relevant dependent variables (Sears et al. 1997). In other

 words, once tested empirically, those earlier critiques have
 almost all turned out to be inaccurate (for reviews, see
 Hutchings and Valentino 2004; Krysan 2000; Sears and
 Henry 2005).

 Going one step further, might measurement artifacts

 explain our findings of regional differences? One possibil-

 ity is that the symbolic racism items might carry different

 meanings for respondents in the South than elsewhere,
 which would complicate inferences about regional differ-

 ences in the linkage of racism and partisanship. But re-
 spondents seem to have understood the symbolic racism

 items similarly in both regions: the reliability of the mea-

 sure is practically identical in both regions (Cronbach's
 alpha of .73 in the South and .74 elsewhere), and sym-
 bolic racism is correlated identically with the racial policy
 scale in both regions (r = .53 in both cases). Finally, in
 results not presented here, we find that the relationship

 between ideology and symbolic racism is nearly identical

 across regions. These findings suggest symbolic racism
 has the same meaning in both regions.

 Another possibility is that the more negative racial at-

 titudes in the South might be an artifact of stronger social

 desirability pressures against expressing racial animosity

 in the North, because of the longer history of socially ac-

 ceptable overt racism in the South. However, Kuklinski,
 Cobb, and Gilens (1997) show that white Southerners ac-

 tually exhibit a larger gap than do Northerners between
 standard survey measures of racial attitudes and unobtru-

 sive measures of them. This suggests both that, if anything,

 we are underestimating true regional differences in racial
 conservatism, because of white Southerners' greater ten-

 dency to hide true prejudices, and underestimating true

 regional differences in the linkage of racial attitudes to
 partisanship, because such correlations should contain
 more error in the South.

 We have argued that racial conservatism has been a
 significant contributor to party realignment in the white

 South. But what have been the mechanisms by which this
 has happened? At the level of the individual voter, the
 primary cause of the persistence of these regional differ-
 ences is presumably the transmission of a broad culture

 of racial conservatism in the South across generations.
 For example, lifelong white Southerners seem to be more

 racially conservative than in-migrants (Glaser and Gilens
 1997), and even young white Southern adults were con-
 sistently more racially conservative than their counter-
 parts in other regions in the late 1980s (Steeh and Schu-

 man 1992). Beyond that, our reasoning suggests that the
 linkage between racial attitudes and political preferences
 should be strongest for the youngest white Southerners,

 who were socialized as the parties were realigning. In-
 migrants to the South in the latter half of the twentieth

 century may also have adopted partisan identities consis-

 tent with their racial attitudes prior to, or following, their

 migration. It is also possible that race continues to be more

 salient in Southern culture than elsewhere, which might
 explain the added potency of racial attitudes there. These

 questions go beyond the scope of this article, but they are

 important for understanding the persistence of regional
 cultures and the dynamic processes underlying partisan
 realignments.
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 Turning to the elite level, explicitly racial issues
 have not been prominent in recent Southern presidential

 campaigns (Black and Black 2002; Mendelberg 2001). But
 race remains a salient political issue, in two ways. First, the

 sharp racial differences in the composition of the two par-
 ties have often been salient, as in Jesse Jackson's 1984 cam-

 paign for the Democratic presidential nomination (Sears,

 Citrin, and Kosterman 1987); the prominence of black
 and Latino appointees in the Clinton administration and

 his highly publicized links to the congressional black cau-

 cus; and the redistricting in the 1990s that substantially

 changed the colors of Southern congressional delegations,
 replacing many white Democratic congressmen with ei-
 ther black Democrats or white Republicans.9 Second, as
 we noted above, some central issues in recent campaigns
 have been implicitly racialized and have been shown to
 evoke racial attitudes.

 We would conclude that racial conservatism seems

 to continue to be central to the realignment of South-
 ern whites' partisanship since the Civil Rights era. But
 the scope of any single article must always be limited in
 some ways, especially in attempting to explain as broad a

 phenomenon as party realignment. So, for example, we
 could not test social class (Black and Black 2002; Petrocik

 1987) or religion-based (Green et al. 2003) explanations
 for Southern realignment. Nor could we address other
 recent changes in the party system, such as a Republi-
 can shift in the Mountain states or a Democratic shift on

 the coasts (see Marchant-Shapiro and Patterson 1995).
 Clearly it would go beyond the data presented above to
 assume that racial issues were as central to those shifts as

 we have suggested is the case in the white South. But a
 full understanding of this most recent realignment will

 require considering those elements explicitly.
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